RFID Winner
● This integrator expects 25% sales growth by offering customized hardware and
software supply chain solutions for the food industry.
by Mike Monocello
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ith the initial hoopla surrounding Are You Touting The
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blast freezers. Second, Merit-Trax
through various stages of processing and eventu- prides itself on its customer service. “All of our
ally is butchered into individual cuts of beef.
employees carry pagers, which allows us to offer
In some stages of processing, the Atlantic Beef support 24/7,” says Berry. “We’ve built our reputastaff revert to the 7530 handheld mobile computer tion on a lot of hand-holding, and we have a custo record information about the carcass. For exam- tomer base that appreciates that.” Finally, the comple, at one stage the hot weight of the carcass (the pany designs its software to meet GS1, a set of globweight of the animal without its head, hide, al standards which assist in the traceability of prodinnards, and fat) and grade of the meat is recorded ucts down to the case level. “It gives our solutions
and passed to the accounts payable computer sys- credibility and establishes our software as globally
tem to help compute the kill settlement (how much compliant, and it is easier to cost-justify our solumoney is owed to each producer). “This part of the tions when they are based on case-level traceability
tracking system allows Atlantic Beef to process kill standards,” concludes Berry. “The only way to minsettlements in as little as 15 minutes, as opposed to imize risk and control the losses of a recall is to proother nontechnical plants where the process could vide case-level traceability. At the case level, you
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